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The purpose of this thesis was to develop technical sales guides for moderniza-
tion solutions. These sales guides’ goal was to help other modernization units to 
offer modernization solutions more efficiently and independently. 
 
Industrial lifting equipment modernizations are usually unique and complex pro-
jects. Offering modernizations can be challenging because the projects are usu-
ally done case by case. Packaging the simplest modernization solutions can 
make the offering processes more resource efficient and faster from lead to 
close.  
 
The development project included planning the project, researching the needs 
of the salespeople internally in the company, and compiling the first pilot sales 
guide document. The research was done through interviews and a global sur-
vey, as well as acquiring data from engineering professionals working with mod-
ernizations. Also included is contemplation for future development projects with 
lean implementations and process optimization. 
 
The overall success of the development project was good and had future imple-
mentations in the repeatability of the concept and in the use of the salespeople. 
For future development of the technical sales guides, a frame for the processes 
should be made. Processes around the concept could be made more efficient 
and the use of the tool better targeted if more resources were available. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

This thesis work covers a development project for an industrial lifting device 

modernization technical sales guide pilot. Offering and executing complex tech-

nical projects on industrial modernizations can be a time-consuming process. 

Proficiency in the sales process relies on the experience and level of expertise 

of the salespeople and engineering units on the frontlines. Offering moderniza-

tions usually does not cause costs to the end customers but it does for the com-

pany that is offering the modernizations. These projects have variations of elec-

trical, mechanical, and automation engineering for many different industries and 

solutions. Because of this variety, and the difference in the old equipment, the 

scope of the modernization projects can vary although the main goal might be 

the same in some projects. Research indicated that in this case, the knowledge 

competencies could be improved for the salespeople and engineering units on 

the frontlines globally. For these reasons improving the modernization sales 

processes and knowledge sharing with technical sales guides can be seen as 

profitable. 

 

The main engineering unit offering modernization support globally is in Finland. 

Global Modernization Service or GMS department offers modernizations and 

executes modernization projects for updating old lifting device technology to 

new and at the same time possibly upgrading the features of the device. To in-

crease the level of independence and knowledge competencies of the global 

modernizing units in different regions, sales guide documentation including pro-

cesses, knowledge, and components available can be a useful tool. The goal of 

this tool was to have a way for other units to utilize the know-how and to imple-

ment the data that the documents offer to operate more self-sufficiently. This 

thesis has described the research and the development processes of building 

the pilot technical sales guide document and contemplation of the possibilities 

of implementing Lean philosophies to the work processes. 
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2 PROJECT BACKROUND 

 
 
 
2.1 About the project 

 

A global company manufacturing lifting equipment offers modernization services 

to all their existing and legacy products and to their third-party company prod-

ucts. The global modernizing service (GMS) unit is based in Finland which ex-

pertise many other units rely on with modernization cases. The amount of tech-

nical knowledge in the other units varies which causes a load on the main unit 

to solve the modernization solution scope before offering. In some cases, the 

scope can change during the execution phase due to a poor understanding of 

the requirements and customer needs during the offering phase.   

 

Piloting a development project on packaging the modernization solutions for al-

leviating the workload of the main modernizing unit was mentioned while dis-

cussing ideas for my thesis. With this, the discussions were extended, and a 

project plan was made for acquiring data from the frontlines salespeople and 

generating documentation for the most common and promising solutions. The 

development project for the sales guide documents was executed with my coor-

dination. The steering and final decisions were made by the sales director and 

VP of the modernization unit in Finland. 

 

 

2.2 Project Objectives 

 
The main objective of this development project was to generate documentation 

for the most usual technical executions for other units to utilize in sales and bet-

ter fulfill their customer needs globally. These documents were hoped to make 

the units more independent to free resources of the main modernization unit. 

Frontlines and engineering units could ramp up their sales and develop skills in 

modernization if the knowledge was shared properly. Also sharing the 

knowledge of the technical executions could be a potential contributor to busi-

ness growth. 
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Piloting the idea of uniform sales guides to contain this knowledge to be shared 

globally meant getting information and data from many stakeholders working 

closely with modernizations. Compiling all the data for the pilot sales guide for a 

user-friendly package was made by interviewing engineering professionals and 

with a global survey. The pilot project sales document would be used as a tem-

plate and a vanguard for future technical sales guides all of which would contain 

the different scopes of solutions. With the successful execution of the first sales 

guide the future of the concept could be validated and the preliminary base for 

knowledge sharing and development realized. 

 

 

2.3 Project Limitations 

 

The limitation of this thesis is the pilot project that will carry a simple enough 

technical solution to give a baseline for the wider-scale implementation of the 

idea. Three preliminary technical solutions were taken into discussion based on 

previously executed projects. From these three technical solutions, adding cam-

eras to the lifting devices for visual aid in the lifting processes was decided on. 

The scope of the project included interviews and a global survey which steered 

the contents of the pilot document alongside the stakeholders of the develop-

ment group. This thesis is limited to covering phase one out of three phases in 

this whole development concept. Other possible phases are not disclosed in 

this thesis. Many areas of the development project and the technical sales 

guide documents are not included in this thesis for non-disclosure reasons. The 

company name will be kept from this thesis in any form because the develop-

ment in the company’s sales processes is something that the company does not 

want to reveal to the possible competition. The contents of the pilot sales guide 

described in this thesis are rudimentary and will not reveal any trade secrets. 
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3 TECHNICAL AFTER-SALES SERVICE 

 

 

3.1 After-Sales Service 

 

All services offered to a customer after they have made a purchase from an or-

ganization are considered after-sales service, also known as after-sales sup-

port. While some businesses handle the support requests and follow-up activi-

ties internally, others enter into agreements with third parties to provide after-

sales support. Providing after-sales support can boost customer loyalty, espe-

cially if the client feels that the assistance was beneficial to them. (Indeed Edito-

rial Team 2022) 

 

Industrial sales require certain competencies from salespeople in specific sec-

tors and knowledge is necessary for these competencies and skills. Acquiring 

knowledge competencies to execute industrial product sales that have specific 

manufacturing, assembly, and material processing functions is one of the more 

important bases expected from salespeople. Successful salespeople can be de-

scribed as three dimensional where with knowledge, abilities, and merit they de-

liver value to the customers and profitability to their employer. (Barber C. & 

Tietje B. 2006) 

 

 

3.2 Industrial Equipment Modernization 

 

Industrial equipment modernization is one of the after-sales services provided to 

the customer. With modernization, the customer can expand their equipment 

lifetime or alter its functions to better fit their current needs. The scope of mod-

ernization most commonly is a unique project that requires becoming ac-

quainted with the equipment's functionality, technical properties, and limitations. 

 

When industrial equipment faces its end-of-life cycle there are options to mod-

ernize them. Usually, the main reason to modernize is to increase reliability, 

system safety, cost savings and to add functions or capabilities to equipment. 
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Refabricating older equipment is a cost-effective means to improve productivity 

and processes. (ReliablePlant, Dough Robling n.d.) 

 

 

3.3 Modernization Technical Sales 

 

From sales, perspective modernization can be challenging because it combines 

new with old technology, and often the implementation of the new can cause 

unexpected expenses. Managing the cost structure of modernization projects 

from poor knowledge bases can be challenging because the work is not often 

standard repeat. To prevent the profit margins to run out of hand the knowledge 

of the technology and executions in the offering phase is crucial. To be able to 

offer a wide range of modernizations usually comes from a long experience of 

working with different technologies and solutions. Good documentation of the 

executions in use for the salespeople can facilitate the workload on the offering 

process and add value in time and profit margins after the project executions.  

 

In some cases, a go, no go decisions are made if the offer scope seems too 

risky. Some offer inquiries are directed straight to a new product scope because 

the modernization of the old equipment might not be profitable. With risk man-

agement of the offer processes the unit functions can be more standardized to 

execute offers and projects that won’t strain the resources. The more standard-

ized the sales processes are the faster the inquiries and solutions will be han-

dled. In summary, the knowledge of the scope and current technologies in place 

when starting to offer modernizations is important to make sure that the work 

and time can be directed to the correct issues and executions. 
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4 PROJECT PLAN  

 

 

4.1 Gate Model 

 

Project planning was done with the gate model which composes of two sec-

tions, the front end, and the back end. In the front end of the gate model were 

decisions on the subject, the scope of the development project, preliminary data 

sources were scouted, and the work plan was timed. The back end consisted of 

the work part of the project in which data was collected from other units working 

close with modernization sales and projects. The development project pilot fo-

cused only the phase one of three phases and will not disclose the continuation 

of the other phases.  

 

Executing a development project with a stage-gate model is a uniform way to 

plan and implement new ideas with having the learning of the process transpar-

ent. Stage gates represent a group of tasks that must be carried out before 

moving through the gate to the next stage. Quality control and decision-making 

are built in the gate model before the intended developments can take place 

which improves the validity of the process. (Heerden F. & Lourens D. 2015) 

 

The gate model shown in figure 1 below on page 12 is the progress of the de-

velopment project. Both the front and the back end have milestones that need 

to be achieved to ensure the best possible outcome to serve the next gate 

tasks. Key decisions play the role of the most valuable issues to be examined 

and solved. Although with development projects unseen concerns will arise the 

stage gate model aims to minimize these cases. The gate stage model presents 

the structure of the project in a very manageable form.  

 

Phase gating divides new concept projects (NCP) into important stages, giving 

the chance to assess progress at the conclusion of each gate. This strategy 

aims to regulate potentially erratic and unaccountable processes into a more 

structured and regulated series of steps. These stages are often divided into the 

following categories below as listed in Cognidocs article. (Cognidocs, Joe Byrne 

n.d.) 
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1. Concept / ideation 

2. Feasibility study and design planning 

3. Design and development 

4. Testing & verification 

5. Validation & collateral production 

6. Manufacture / launch 

7. Improvements 

 

FIGURE 1. Gate model project plan 

 

 

4.1.1 Front End 

 

The front end consisted of discussions and planning of the scope of the devel-

opment project and what needed to be achieved. The main goal for the front 

end was to ensure and validate the effort going into the project and limit the 

scope of the project to only necessary actions.  

 

The main goal to achieve was to free the workload from the GMS increasing in-

dependent working capacity with adding more agility and self-sufficiency to 

other modernization units globally. Secondly to accommodate sales growth 
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through the sales confidence gained from the knowledge offered by the docu-

mentation of the solutions. Designating the best candidate solution for the pilot 

project for documenting and acting as a template for future projects was crucial 

in the front end. Camera Systems for crane applications were chosen because 

it was an easy subject to start developing and building documentation.  

 

Involving sales front lines in the front end of the gate model did have further 

meaning on the back-end execution and surveys. With the understanding of 

what the other units might need to improve their sales processes the front end 

of the plan could be completed. Entering the back end of the gate model with a 

clear plan of how the sales guides might serve the front-line user best way pos-

sible. 

 

 

4.1.2 Back End 

 

The development focus of the project is described in the back end of the gate 

model, and it is also the point where something concrete is started to be pro-

duced. The sales frontline survey was made the first and crucial gate to get 

more understanding of the need for improving the modernization of sales ser-

vices globally.  

 

The process of building value started with a frontline sales survey to further vali-

date the work. The survey was drafted on a wider scale for the data to be imple-

mented in future projects. After the key points for the development of the docu-

mentation, the pilot project's vision of the outcome became clearer. At the same 

time, preliminary discussions of the next projects started as well as the process 

manual concept for future project executions was made.  

 

Analyzing the data from the survey supported the goals of the project. The 

framework for the development of the documentation started to take shape and 

the considerations of the suggestions from the survey steered the decision-

making of the most useful features to be implemented in the documents. 
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Development of the pilot technical sales guide was executed based on the sur-

vey data and it was clear which stakeholders were to be involved in the devel-

opment. With the framework in place of the priorities regarding the different pro-

jects, the focus on the pilot project could be utilized. The timeline of the pilot 

document launch and the training was decided. The technical documentation 

went through many iterations with the assistance of the predefined stakeholders 

and a technical writer. Some form of marketing material was included in the 

sales guide document to improve the customer sales experience. After the 

launch of the first sales guide document, training for the use of the documents 

was held. 

 

 

4.2 Project scheduling and progress reporting 

 

Project scheduling is important for keeping track of the progress and gate 

stages. Creating a timeline visually helped to keep track of the activities in the 

project and when each step should be done. The created timeline for this devel-

opment project and specifically for the gate model below in figure 2 is shown 

when each gate is due to be passed and in which time frame each gate should 

be done. 

 

 

FIGURE 2. Timeline   

 

Timing and managing large-scope development concepts like this are usually 

done in sections. In phase one the timing of the sales guide pilot can be seen in 

figure 2 above. The continuity of the project will be aligned once the pilot project 

and phase one have given more information about its exact results. 
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With realistic scheduling and monitoring of the project tasks, the success rate of 

the project will increase. Clearly stated listing of milestones that include the ac-

tivities and deliverables from start to finish is a key element for successful pro-

ject management. Coordinating and managing projects become more structural 

after these tasks have been realized and executed within the scope of the pro-

ject. 

 

The project manager or coordinator should be sceptical of the scope and timing 

of the project for avoiding negative iterations to occur. When creating new con-

cepts and ideas for development projects, close monitoring of the tasks is cru-

cial. With monitoring of the processes and what gets done at what time in a pilot 

phase, future projects gain valuable information for resourcing. With correct re-

sourcing right out of the gate the managers can start to capitalize from the ex-

perience of the already executed projects.  

 

In coordinating and scheduling a pilot development project that has many varia-

bles and unknowns, it is important to be strict on the progression reporting. 

Monthly progress reports were done to the management for keeping track of the 

completion of the goals in the project plan. Adjustments to the project were 

made if needed, according to the progress and learning from the previous tasks. 

Below in figure 3 is a report sheet from the executed pilot project where man-

agement has an easy way to view a monthly summary of the progression status 

and recent activity. The team executing the project is stated clearly for the man-

agement to do the strategic steering of the development project. 

 

 

FIGURE 3. Progress report 
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5 RESEARCH 

 

 

5.1 Development Project Research 

 

Development projects require research to validate the invested resources and 

to obtain important data for executing the goals of the project. Researching the 

need to sell modernizations solution better, the focus was turned to the people 

and the units that often work in the sales and design field. If the main global 

modernization unit has the best current knowledge available for the solutions 

and executions, how could they best serve that knowledge to the sales front-

lines and other engineering units to utilize? With these questions, we began to 

interview and obtain information from the frontlines on how they saw the best 

delivery methods of this knowledge. After the data had been gathered from the 

most experienced sources the main task of analysing the data and spotting 

trends was to compile our knowledge in the form proposed by the research re-

sults. The pilot development project research resulted in the first documentation 

in what we call a technical sales guide.  

 

Research indicates as Seth and Sharma describe that the B2B sales in the in-

dustrial market shift from product to service sales and focus more on the organi-

zation instead of the salesperson. Most of the study in the field of sales is fo-

cused on recruitment, inspiration, compensation, and, to a lesser extent, sales 

organizations. However, more firms are starting to focus on the automation as-

pect in sales which can be deducted from figure 4 below. The figure indicates 

the research shift from product and salesperson focus to broader organizational 

and service-based sales. (Sheth, J. and Sharma, A. 2008) 

 

 

FIGURE 4. Sheth, J. and Sharma, A. (2008), “Shift in sales organization”, 
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Whit this in mind the research in the pilot development project did indicate the 

request for a more automated process from the sales guide compared to the 

current sales operating model. As the current operating model in which the 

sales query goes through many discussions and questions to clarify the scope, 

it cannot be fully replaced by the sales guides in the factor of the more unique 

and complex modernization projects that require more intuitive engineering to 

complete. With that said the goal was from the start to address the simplest so-

lutions that fall into the scope of the sales guide. The future of the concept could 

be scalable for more automated operating models but first, the base for the 

knowledge must begin small to have the operations standardized in practice. 

 

 

5.2 Interviews And Results 

 

Interviews were conducted with the modernization frontlines and engineering 

professionals globally through online meetings. The interviewed people were 

handpicked for their expertise and what their experience could point out from 

working with modernizations to benefit the project. The interviews were exe-

cuted with a list of baseline questions for every interviewee. The interview base-

line questions are presented in appendix 1.  

 

The discovery from most of the interviews was that the knowledge of moderni-

zation solutions was obtained from previous experience and old project docu-

mentation if the documentation were available. The Finnish modernization unit 

does education locally where people are hosted for a couple of weeks at the 

main unit by the company. Also, online education events are usually done 

yearly by the managers and other engineering professionals where the front-

lines salespeople and other engineers can participate. Other than the above the 

interviews revealed that most of the training for the salespeople was done lo-

cally and there was no collective data available on the modernization solutions. 

This brought up a point that if the employee turning rate is high the unit strug-

gles to train the new employees on a good level of expertise in modernization 

solutions. With that said, the sales on modernizations suffer as well as the cus-

tomer experience. Therefore, usually with the less experienced frontlines the 
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detection of the scope that the customer needs will land in the Finnish moderni-

zation unit. 

 

Since the salespeople are usually the direct contact with the end customer it 

would be greatly beneficial to have material available about the modernization 

solutions for them to use. The experience level and knowledge of the salesper-

son can determine the effectiveness of the sales situation and the buying deci-

sion. There might be solutions that the customer might like to have or even 

need but the knowledge of these solutions is not readily available and business 

opportunities are lost. 

 

The overall opinion was that this type of technical sales guide could be very 

beneficial taking into count that the how-to information for executing these solu-

tions in some cases is silent knowledge. In some regions a language barrier is-

sue was mentioned, so producing expert-level documentation of modernization 

solutions was welcomed. The interviews brought many beneficial suggestions to 

make the development project more successful and the people interviewed 

were glad to help with the project. 

 

 

5.3 Survey for Sales Frontline 

 

For validating the project and to gain more information a survey was drafted for 

the salespeople and engineers on the frontlines. The survey was an overall suc-

cess with a response rate of 90% of the receivers who answered the survey. 

The survey covered the solutions that could be documented, and which of the 

solutions could have the best business potential if sales material was available. 

The suggestions and comments for the development of such sales documents 

were supportive. A draft of the document was also sent next to the survey to 

give an idea of what the document could look like, and the comments helped to 

steer the document in a more user-friendly direction. 

The survey was sent to targeted respondents of employees working or that had 

worked with modernizations before to get the best results as possible. The sur-

vey was recommended to be shared with any other employees that might have 
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worked with modernizations. The survey itself took about 4 minutes to complete 

and it was globally shared. Below are listed bullet points from the cover letter to 

give information about the survey. 

The aim of the survey is to: 

• Find the Packages with the most promising business potential. 

• To direct the first packages into effective use for sales personnel. 

• Get the comments about the help needed in the offering process. 

• Design the best serving Packages for your work. 

• Improve the way we offer modernizations. 

• Improve profitability of modernizations. 

• Improve offering & delivery times. 

The goal of the Packaging task is to: 

• To make the offering process faster from lead to close. 

• Improve the Modernization customer experience. 

• Offer straight to the customer in some cases without ModSupport. 

• Inform about the solutions existing for the customer needs. 

• Improve the sales in Modernization service. 

• Improve the flow of information. 

• Collectively arrange the data about Modernizations in one easy access 

portal. 

 

 

5.3.1 Survey Results 

 

The survey results supported the development project's goals and were 

deemed beneficial and worthwhile to execute. Salespeople indicated that sales 

guides would make their jobs easier, and training new employees would go 

faster. The suggestion was that the form of the sales guides should be some-

what uniform for making the use of the documents more effortless. All the sur-

vey attendees' service years were asked to better analyse the results. 
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One aspect of the survey was to get information from the frontlines on how to 

improve their offering process with modernization service. Below in figure 5 is 

one of the answer summaries from the survey that was implemented in the pilot 

project. More pre-defined automation on the modernization of sales processes 

was requested from the sales guide. With more structure and availability of 

knowledge, the survey indicated that the sales guide documents could solve 

some issues that the frontlines were dealing with when offering modernization 

solutions to their customers. 

 

 

FIGURE 5. How to improve offering survey results 

 

Many great suggestions that only the people working at the customer surface at 

the frontlines could know about, steered the decision-making of the final docu-

mentation in a beneficial way. Hopefully, the involvement of the salespeople 

and frontlines in this survey process sparked new enthusiasm to offer moderni-

zation solutions to their customers. Further spreading the knowledge of the op-

portunities to better serve the customers with their needs. The whole survey 

was more extensive and some of the value points are not shared in this thesis. 

 

5.3.2 Business Potentials 

 

Analysing the business potentials of different solutions were made in the survey 

by a questionnaire of listed solutions. The survey answers supported the data 

obtained from the already executed modernization projects. Trends could be 

spotted, and the most promising solutions would be used in future sales guides. 

Implementing metrics for KPIs on the sales guide solutions and processes 

would be a beneficial driver for targeting future work to be more profitable. The 

possibilities of the areas impacted by the new sales tool being used as intended 

were discussed which are listed below on page 20. 
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• Faster sales and better sales materials 

• Ballpark estimates for the customers 

• Better access for example projects 

• More fluid information sharing 

• Improving the training of employees 

 

The most popular solutions in the business potential inquiry in the survey were 

more complex and harder to document so the selected pilot project solution was 

indeed the best way to implement the concept. Camera systems only obtained 

a possibility on the business potential scale in the survey, but the goal of the pi-

lot project was from the beginning to serve as a vanguard for building the next 

documents.  

 

The survey results relied fully on the expertise of the survey answerers. At this 

time with piloting a new concept more in-depth analyses of the business poten-

tial were not made. We figured that the best knowledge at the time when start-

ing was in the frontlines where the salespeople had gained valuable experience 

working closely with the customers. With this said the order of future documen-

tation of the solutions for the frontlines and salespeople was decided mostly by 

the survey. In the future further analysing the survey data comparing the offers 

and projects executed, metrics could be created that would indicate more tar-

geted business opportunities. 
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6 PILOT SALES GUIDE DOCUMENTATION 

 

 

6.1 Technical Sales Guide Pilot 

 
A pilot project is a scaled-down version of a development project to show con-

cept viability. This way new ideas can be introduced in a more cost-effective 

way. Pilot projects can provide stakeholders with valuable data and show the 

value of a development concept and validate the implementation of resources. 

 

Documentation work on the pilot technical sales guide after the surveys and in-

terviews was executed. The draft models that were made for the survey the 

best were picked for further development. The document went through exten-

sive sanity checks with selected stakeholders. With the comments and steering 

of the management, the near-finished document was introduced to a native-

speaking technical writer with whom assistance the document was finalized. 

 

The structure of the document was made taking sure that it would serve as a 

baseline for the future executions of technical sales guides. The document 

would include simple flow charts as seen below in figure 7 to make sure that the 

use of the technical sales guide would be done as intended. 

 

 

FIGURE 7.  Execution flowchart from the technical sales guide document 

 

The basic flow of the camera systems sales guide was made to conform to the 

process of a real modernization project. The object of using these documents is 

to get the frontlines and other units to do as much work independently as possi-

ble before the offered query lands on the main unit in Finland. This would re-

duce the amount of back-and-forth communication done with the frontlines and 

that way make the process more profitable.  
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First to determine the scope of the project and with that knowledge, the require-

ments of the project can be compiled. Executing modernization solutions the 

methods can vary, and the document includes a couple of the most basic exe-

cutions. Components for the execution can be selected suitable for the cus-

tomer and the application needed. The component selection does include guid-

ance for the user as descriptions and considerations for the use of the compo-

nents in the document. The pricing of the work and components will be done af-

ter the project confinements have been done accordingly with the sales guide 

document.  

 

With this kind of document structure, the frontlines can utilize the sales guides 

to get knowledge on the solutions, scope, executions, components, and pricing. 

The knowledge shared in these documents internally in the company can be 

beneficial with sales pitches and opportunities for marketing to the customers. 

With the sales guides there is less effort in training a new employee and old em-

ployees can get knowledge of the solutions that they might have not come 

across before.  

 

The development project scope included was to create an easy-access portal 

where this sales guide information is stored. Microsoft Teams is used as a com-

pany standard so the structure for public sharing for those who might need the 

sales guides was created. The development of the documents also utilized Mi-

crosoft Teams, a development portal was made to house all the documentation 

projects with the process manuals on how to compile these documents and ex-

ecute the projects. 

 

 

6.2 Configuration of the Camera Systems Solution 

 

The pilot project in this case was picked to be as simple as possible because 

the structure was the more important subject in the pilot phase. Camera sys-

tems for cranes were considered a simple enough solution to get the idea of the 

process of executing the sales guide document concept. Engineering profes-

sionals who knew the content of executing camera system solutions for cranes 
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gave their knowledge to be implemented on the document. The data was col-

lected from meetings where the specific technical executions and components 

were decided upon for the document. The component categories were cam-

eras, PTZ controllers, decoders, POE switches, screens, recorders, and miscel-

laneous components. Following the basic flow chart seen in figure 8 below the 

document user can understand the camera system solution workflow from the 

component point of view. 

 

 

FIGURE 8. Basic camera system layout from the technical sales guide document 

 

With the description of the technical execution workflow, the document guides 

the user who then can proceed with the sales process with a better understand-

ing of the requirements. When the solution and its requirements are defined cor-

rectly at the sales phase the execution of the sold project becomes easier and 

more transparent. The offer request scope often changes due to the lack of 

knowledge of the requirements on the front lines which the sales guide docu-

ment aims to reduce. If getting the requirements of the solutions clarified takes 

too long, it might cause the client to lose interest in the offer if it is not critical for 

their operations.  

 

The execution of the basic solutions should be easy access knowledge and that 

is what these sales documents aim to provide. The executions in the documents 

are expressed so that the workflow of the process is clear for the sales guide 

users and therefore for the customers. The solutions have variable execution 

methods depending on the customer needs and for this there are checklists 
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available for the end users so they can determine what components suit each 

different customer need.  

 

The component selection flowchart from the sales guide document as seen in 

figure 9 below shows components and the checklists for each component cate-

gory. The component selection flow chart includes hyperlinks that direct the 

user to the component listing section in the document which further explains the 

accurate function and limitation of each component. The user then chooses the 

right components to fit the defined solution scope following the arrangements of 

the flowchart. After the components for the right execution have been chosen, 

the user then can proceed to start pricing those components and chosen execu-

tion. 

 

 

FIGURE 9. Execution checklist from technical sales document 
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In the pilot project sales document, excel offer layouts were included so that the 

end user could fill out the offer sheet as per the chosen solution and compo-

nents asked for. The offers provided by the sales guides are non-binding be-

cause the development of the concept is in its initial stages. All the binding of-

fers for the solutions and executions are under the main modernization unit's re-

sponsibility for the time being. Still, the frontlines could get the binding offer and 

approval way faster than the query to go through the normal process of waiting 

for a sales engineer to get through it. 

 

The system layouts of the camera solutions are posed in the sales guide docu-

ment as the flowchart shows in figures 8 and 9 above. Below in figure 10 is one 

of the possible system configurations with variations of components and data 

transfer methods. 

 

 

FIGURE 10. Camera System component configuration 

 

With the knowledge provided by the technical sales guide document, the user 

can define the solution with components and the execution for the customer. 

Therefore, the other global units can function more independently without the 

need to rely on the Finland units’ support.  

 

 

6.2.1 Resourcing the Pilot Project 

 

Resources available were limited and I was the main resource coordinating the 

pilot development project and the sales guide concept. Steering and brainstorm-
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ing were done with the sales director and VP of the modernization unit in Fin-

land. Other resources used in the project were gathered throughout the com-

pany. Technical knowledge of the solutions was gotten from engineering profes-

sionals and managers, with their consultation we could get the best component 

choices and example executions to the sales guide. Coordinating the project 

with all the stakeholders and bringing the engineering professionals together to 

compile the first sales guide documentation was a huge effort.  

 

Execution of the interviews, meetings, surveys, and coordination work with the 

help of management was achieved within the schedule of the project plan. After 

the first iterations of the sales guide document were compiled, a technical writer 

was resourced to go through the document with me and form the document 

within the company’s standards and guidelines. The sales guide was written in 

English, so a native technical writer was used to point out the linguistic errors in 

the document.  

 

With the pilot project finished the follow-up sales guide document projects could 

be kick-started. After the piloting phase, the sales guide concept would get 

more resources and a dedicated structure for executing future sales guide doc-

uments. Getting the knowledge for executing these complex development pro-

jects on the sales guides was deemed to be successful in the pilot phase. The 

next sales documents would focus on the most requested solution from the 

global survey. 

 

 

6.3 Framework for Repeatability 

 

Repeatability was a key component of the pilot technical sales guide. The first 

sales guide was meant to have a coherent structure so that the next ones could 

be configured with a similar flow as possible. The outlook of the sales guide was 

made by the company standards and so would the next ones. With different so-

lutions, there will be unique work phases, but one of the goals was to unify the 

concept as much as possible.  
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The preliminary workflow of constructing future sales guides should follow the 

same principles as shown below in figure 11. The projects themself would of 

course be individual but having a structure in place for the development projects 

before the work begins will be beneficial for the overall outcome. 

 

 

FIGURE 11. Flow chart of the main processes 

 

Workflow for repeating technical sales guide development projects starts from 

the decisions of the solutions. After the solutions have been selected to be de-

veloped into a technical sales guide, the stakeholders can be recognized and 

assigned. By further allocating the technical tasks of the execution to the engi-

neering professionals more structured project plan can be drafted. Data collec-

tion for the document can be done from the already executed modernization 

projects and with that knowledge, the document can start to take shape. When 

the document is starting to reach its maturity by the steering of the manage-

ment, a technical writer can be appointed for the document outlook work. After 

the technical sales guide has been completed for the launch, informative mar-

keting about the tool can be done. With the technical sales guide published for 

the use of employees, training for the use of the guides can be held. 
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6.3.1 Process Manual 

 

A process manual also known as a procedure manual is a document that holds 

protocols and guidelines for implementing repeatable tasks and actions with 

certain principles. Process manual targets are to make repeatable processes 

more effective and with predetermined outlines improve efficiency and commu-

nications. 

 

The process manual for executing the sales guide documents will include guide-

lines on how the work should be structured. This document would include the 

company policies for outlook and knowledge security. Below in figure 12 is 

shown a preliminary draft of the table of contents for the process manual docu-

ment. Before this kind of document should be fully compiled there would be a 

couple of the sales guides finished so that the standard processes are well 

enough known. 

 

  

FIGURE 12. Process manual table of contents as a preliminary frame 
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When resourcing projects, mapping the workload must be in order in terms of 

the requirements of the work. With the preliminary scope of the project, clear, 

strategic, and operative steering can be done accordingly. Piloting the develop-

ment project for the first technical sales guide a hierarchy of the stakeholders 

responsible for executing the project became clearer as seen below in figure 13. 

 

 

FIGURE 13.  Hierarchic layout of development project team 

 

Process manuals can be a valuable resource for employees by saving time and 

money and making the project workflow more effortless. When projects and 

work processes have more structure that can be implemented in the planning 

phase the overall process can be focused more on the quality of outcome and 

standard work. 

 

6.3.2 Lean Implementations 

 

Lean is a working philosophy that places an emphasis on eliminating waste 

from a process. The fundamental tenet of this concept is that any resource use 

that does not directly result in the generation of value for the customer is waste-

ful and should be eliminated. This idea is put into practice from the viewpoint of 

the consumer of a good or service. (7. Gauci James, 2010) 

 

Lean project management means having all the project phases and processes 

in control and to understand the relationship between the different phases and 

tasks. While traditional project management might focus on the goals, with lean 
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project management we can get a better understanding of all the project pro-

cesses. By structuring the projects so that the processes are in the base guide-

lines and constraints we can start to understand the patterns and how we might 

be able to improve the processes. With this kind of structuring of the projects 

and understanding how to manage them by the lean philosophy implementa-

tions waste reduction from the processes can be done. (Ballard G & Howell 

G.A. 2003) 

 

Lean project management's three M’s Lean are as follows: Muda, the activities 

that consume resources without adding value, Muri, the overuse of equipment 

or employees, Mura, overburden, or burnout. Understanding the resources and 

the capacity of the resources plays a great role in successful project manage-

ment. Three M’s of lean are waste for the projects that can be eliminated by un-

derstanding fully the processes and the relations between different tasks in the 

project. Balancing the processes means balancing the workload and with that 

understanding, the optimization of the work can be implemented. Suffering 

downtime or slowed processes from overstretched and overstressed people is a 

waste that should be avoided.  (stanwick, Vermeeren J. n.d.) 

  

 

FIGURE 14.  The 3 M’s of Lean from Vermeeren J. stanwick 

 

Practical Process Improvement (PPI) aim is to achieve profitable growth with 

simple logic, practical methods, and tools, by engaging everyone. Improve-

ments can be implemented with basic tools like Pareto charts, flow charts, or 

brainstorming with other stakeholders. Statistical tools can be histograms, run 

charts, and process behavior charts. Adding the Plan-Do-Study-Act model 
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(PDSA) the eight-step method the improvement can be incorporated by cycles 

or iterations of the process. (Zunich E. n.d.) 

 

Implementing lean principles to the future technical sales guide projects with 

Practical Process Improvement (PPI) eight-step methodology and Plan-Do-

Study-Act model (PDSA) could improve the overall process of the development 

projects. Making the cycle of improvements a standard practice to the project 

processes by iterating the process of the PDSA would result in more trackable 

project execution. With this, the implementation of the PPI statistical tools that 

would record the data for the next iterations could be utilized as seen below in 

figure 15.  

 

 

FIGURE 15.  Eight steps for PPI, PDSA-cycle-based. from A Plan-Do-Check-Act Based Pro-

cess Improvement Intervention for Quality Improvement Jorge Luis Garcia-Alcaraz. 

 

Piloting the concept of technical sales guides the overall process focused on 

eliminating waste from the modernization of sales processes and technical solu-

tions executions. Still the process of developing the sales guides could be im-

proved and optimized. The development project concept should be made into a 

more trackable form by making the standard processes known.  
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For lean project management, the future of developing the technical sales docu-

ments and the processes of the solutions would carry a complex structure only 

with its main characters. Categorizing the main tasks of automation, electrical, 

and mechanical engineering into more manageable processes would mean re-

working the operating models of the whole modernizing unit. Alone the main as-

signments as listed from the sales guide perspective below would themselves 

go into more meta level for them to be fully implemented on the PDSA pro-

cesses. All the processes would need extensive discussions on how to proceed 

with different variable situations to achieve good control of the processes. 

 

PLC 
 

• Connectivity (third party inverters). 
• Own inverters, non-PLC. 
• Customers process needs. 
• Commissioning. 
• Consistent programming. 
• Functionality (automation features). 

 
Electrics 

 
• Power grid (differences between countries). 
• Clear initial data from old electrics. 
• Uniform electric schematics. 
• Old and new electrics interfaces. 

 
Mechanics 

 
• Correct mechanical solutions. 
• Mechanical design optimization. 
• Special solution repeatability. 
• Modularity on the designs. 
 
 

Still, by committing to the lean working principles the unified operating model 

would result in more observable and fluent processes. With this kind of project 

structure implementation, an online configurator for the customers could realisti-

cally be constructed for the most basic modernizing in the future. After defining 

the standard working processes and dedicating ourselves to a new and lean 

working environment the profitability of the modernizing operations could be re-

alized. The larger implementation of Lean to the modernization processes is the 

upper management's decision while it would cause initial costs to make the 

changes throughout the organization.   
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7 SUMMARY 

 

 
7.1 Summary Of the Development Project 

 

The development project for documenting modernization solutions for sales 

support and knowledge sharing started in September 2019. Phase one of the 

task was planned with the pilot project of camera systems technical sales guide. 

The pilot technical sales guide was planned to launch in Q1/2020 which it did on 

March 31. 

 

The development project for the first Technical Sales Guide where the Camera 

Systems solution was presented did bring a lot of insight into how the overall 

modernization of sales processes could be improved. The result of the work 

suggests that the project was worth executing and the development of the tech-

nical sales guides for modernization will continue in the future. Different stake-

holders endorsed the document which is only the pilot for the whole concept.  

Modernizations offering is a difficult subject because of the diversity of the sys-

tems and projects. This document brings the aspects of offering modernizations 

to a user-friendly form. The document structure compiles the system descrip-

tion, sales points, requirements, executions, components, and various docu-

mentation regarding the camera systems in a way that the knowledge is fast 

and easy to internalize.  

 

However, further development of the technical sales guides is needed to secure 

the full potential of the concept's purpose. Improvements and optimizations on 

the whole process will continue as the concept shows more results. Points after 

the pilot project for development that has come up project lead time optimiza-

tion, the standardized appearance of the documentation, data management, re-

sourcing, and writing of the technical content. In addition, prospects for collabo-

rations with other departments to develop technical sales guides will be investi-

gated. 
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With the implementation of lean to the future development processes the con-

cept would get more value but the decision is made by upper management. De-

veloping technical sales guides is a complex process that would benefit greatly 

from the structured frame which could be improved with every cycle. Making the 

processes more optimized demands repeatability which lean management by 

implementing the PDSA model would deliver. 

 

Overall, the development project of technical sales guides was a great experi-

ence and a motivation builder for example a project management career. Oper-

ative and strategic leading are interesting subjects and this project showed valu-

able aspects of working with different stakeholders and how to coordinate large 

concepts together. 
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APPENDICES  

Appendix 1. Interview questions  

 

 

 

 


